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About This Game

Fight to survive in extraterrestrial environments while scavenging weapons and ammo.

Horde Mode

Defeat waves of enemies to earn money in order to upgrade your weapons.

Features:

Upgrade/Salvage weapons

Experience being other planets/moons including Low Gravity

Realistic weapon interaction

Scavenge weapons/ammo with procedural spawning

Ammo belt for storing ammo and grabbing magazines

Weapon holsters for storing weapons

Touch pad locomotion
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Haptic feedback when touching interactable objects

High definition textures and graphics with the power of Unity 5
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Title: Space Panic Arena
Genre: Action, Early Access
Developer:
Xefier Games Inc.
Publisher:
EvolVR Games Ltd.
Release Date: 3 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows® 7 SP1 or later

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-3470/AMD FX™ 8100 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 970, AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4500 MB available space

Additional Notes: 1x USB 2.0 or better port

English
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space panic arena vr. space panic arena

Very interesting Zio
hope u successful <3
From TNT with love
p\/s: why don't have anyone from TNT :'(. Having played and enjoyed the first game in the series, I was looking forward to this
sequel. To my surprise, although this is a continuation of the story, as far as the game itself is concerned, the developer went
into a very different direction. Whilst the original game was a straight up point-and-click Adventure game, the sequel is more of
a puzzle game akin to the Myst games. You basically traverse the world, going from room to room and location to location
solving puzzles.

The art of the game is great and it is fully voiced albeit in a corny B-movie style that still suites the game in my opinion. As far
as the puzzle are concerned, whilst most of the straight up puzzles were logical and fun, I found the game's heavy reliance of
items searching within sttaic backdrops to be tedious and not fun at all. The game does throw you a bone in the form of hints
from Igor though which releives the frustation. Still I would have liked to have A LOT less items search puzzles =)

All in all, I can recommend this game to fans of the Dracula mythos and fans of puzzle games.. The textbook example of a
shallow flash game. Do not be fooled by the premise pitched to you on the store page, this is a very simple AFK game with one
best way to play soon made clear. The majority of your time will be spent wishing you could do something about the disgusting
elevator pathing, followed by waiting, followed by more waiting and finally learning that you can use in-game cheat codes to
rapidly cap the rest of the waiting based achievements before banishing this one from your backlog. It is not worth the asking
price, it is not worth an on sale price, it is not worth more than your initial load and mess around session.

Please remember that your time has a value and that value is typically more than a few dollars an hour.. I'm just writing this
review to help the game. Make a Space Marine 2 already!. I LOVED THIS GAME!! By far my favorite VR game so far! The
pictures do not do the game justice, it looks 10x better in VR. dont let the bad looking textures fool you, they look terrifying
once you're in the game. Amazingly simple, fun and terrifying! Good work devs!. If you wanted more of a challenge out of the
base game then you will absolutely love this DLC, it plays around with level design in ways that are almost as entertaining as
they are frustrating. There are several places where you will need to be quick, with little to no margin for error. The different
level designs are very refreshing and fun to run around in. This content delivers a new experience to the game rather than just
contributing new levels.. The game hijacks your mouse cursor and doesn't give it back, even if you alt-tab out. It's very bad
game design that has no place in the 21st century. I could forgive it if the game had decent puzzle mechanics, but it doesn't.
Nothing seems to work in a consistent way. One time you make it to a hilltop, the next time you don't, even though you did the
exact same thing. Puzzle games just don't work that way, because you eliminate a methodical approach from even being
possible.
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Beautiful game and fun. Congrats Devs, you nailed it. Great sense of wonder, wonderful environments, great story, voice acting,
music score and fun gameplay. And it runs very smoothly. This game is a keeper. Just make sure to pick it up when it's on sale..
If you like TD you need this game.. I like this game.

But for the love of god, please interpolate your camera transitions.. I feel like the devs need to introduce some counterplay
options.
3 hit life bar
Be able to instantly detonate the bombs.
Introduce better explosives.
Introduce health packs that would restore one bar.
Make the maps larger.
Put explosive barrels on the map.. It is a pretty fun game, the mechanics are simple and it is easy to play, once u play it you wont
stop, the only problem is that the game is a little but old and its almost impossible to find online players, but if you got friends
and some controllers laying around you can play 1v1v1v1 or 2v2. I think these games have actually gotten worse over the course
of the series. To start with, this is Alien Breed 3. THREE. It's the THIRD game in the series, yet it uses the exact same engine as
the first, as well as the exact same textures, exact same enemies (with a few additions), exact same guns (with 1 addition), exact
same sounds, exact same level design, exact same atmosphere, exact same controls and gameplay mechanics, and exact same
fetch quests. While the first one was mediocre, it's inexcusable that they didn't attempt to make ANY minor improvements by
the third freakin' game.

The entirety of this game is fetch quests. Run here, activate door terminal, but oops power is out, run to power terminal, but
oops there's flooding, run to flood control terminal, but oops it's blocked by fire, run to fire terminal, but oops it's blocked by
debris. Run and find demolition charges, run back and blow up debris, run back and activate fire terminal, run back and activate
flood control terminal, run back and activate power terminal, and finally run back and activate door terminal, all while fighting
off tiny clusters of ridiculously weak enemies who serve only to nip at your heels while you try to complete objectives.

It is utterly ridiculous, entirely tedious, and completely predictable. Monsters pop out of the floor when you activate a terminal,
search a container, or pick up an item (all which require you hold down a button for several seconds), but generally just one or
two enemies appear at a time, which does not do anything other than require you to stop searching, kill them, and start searching
again. Often multiple times.

Monsters are insanely weak, and do not pose anything remotely resembling a challenge. You can complete literally the entire
game other than boss fights with the ultra-accurate pistol, which naturally has unlimited ammo. The only time that there is even
a hint of a challenge is when the game throws 30 enemies at you at a time from 3 different directions, but even then, it's not
challenging so much as annoying. There is literally not a single enemy in the game that you can't kill with the pistol before they
get to you, and that is just sad. Is the whole point of the enemies to make it take longer to get to the next boss battle or
something?

Speaking of boss battles (and slight spoiler here), you are required to "kill" the alien queen 7 times. SEVEN. Kill her once, then
cutscene, then kill her again, then she escapes. Then on a later level, kill her once, then cutscene, then regular gameplay, then
she returns so kill her again, then cutscene, then more regular gameplay, then she returns AGAIN so kill her again, then
cutscene. Then on a LATER level, kill her, then cutscene, then kill her AGAIN, and she finally stays dead. If I hadn't been so
annoyed, I would have laughed at the ridiculousness. Oh don't worry though, she's never a challenge. Ever.

Voice acting is cheesy as ever, which isn't a big deal, but the stupid disembodied cackling from the main antagonist gets
INSANELY annoying, and goes on the entire game.

To be fair, I did actually manage to make it through this game (unlike the first 2), but that's only because I thought I should beat
at least one in the trilogy. Now I wish I had powered through the first one, and never touched 2 or 3. I REALLY wish I'd never
bought them in the first place, but whatever.

I do not recommend these to anyone. While I understand others may not hate this game as much as I do, the fact is that there are
thousands of better games out there far more deserving of your time and money. Some of those better games
(ahemALIENSWARMahem) don't even require money.. The core gameplay mechanic is a series of gemeric mini games, the
best of which is ripped off whole cloth from Star Control 2. The tutorial is 2 hours long. Do not recomend.. A shamelss attempt
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to let you pay for the content of Wrath of the Damned event twice. Your girlfriend will love the spider thingy, but you know it's
useless. None of the cards are essential and you don't want to pay 5 \u20ac to extend your collection by few extra virtual cards,
do you?
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